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Samanth Subramanian has written about politics, culture, and history for the New York Times
and the New Yorker. Now, Subramanian takes on a complex topic that touched millions of lives
in This Divided Island. In the summer of 2009, the leader of the dreaded Tamil Tiger guerrillas
was killed, bringing to an end the civil war in Sri Lanka. For nearly thirty years, the war's fingers
had reached everywhere, leaving few places, and fewer people, untouched. What happens to
the texture of life in a country that endures such bitter conflict? What happens to the country's
soul? Subramanian gives us an extraordinary account of the Sri Lankan war and the lives it
changed. Taking us to the ghosts of summers past, he tells the story of Sri Lanka today.
Through travels and conversations, he examines how people reconcile themselves to violence,
how the powerful become cruel, and how victory can be put to the task of reshaping memory
and burying histories.
In Michael Ondaatje’s beloved family memoir, fact and fiction blur to create a dazzlingly
original portrait of a lost time and place. Ondaatje left Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) at the age of
eleven. Almost twenty-five years later, he returned to sort out the recollected fragments of
experience, legend, and family scandal, and to reconstruct the carefree, doomed life his
parents and grandparents had led in a place where couples danced the tango in the moonlight,
where drink, gambling, and romance were the main occupations of the upper class. Rich with
eccentric characters and captivating stories, and set against the exotic landscape of a colonial
empire in decline, Running in the Family is Ondaatje’s unforgettable journey through memory
and imagination to reclaim his past.
Nurse Hana, thief Caravaggio and soldier Kip are brought together in an abandoned Italian
villa at the end of World War II by a nameless and hideously burned English patient.
The acclaimed writer shares an intimate portrait of his former mentor V.S. Naipaul in this
memoir of their thirty-year friendship and sudden falling out. Paul Theroux was a young
aspiring writer when he met the legendary V.S. Naipaul in Uganda in 1966. There began a
friendship that would span continents as both men ascended the ranks of literary stardom.
Naipaul’s early encouragement of Theroux’s talent had a profound impact on him—yet the
apprenticeship was not always easy. This heartfelt and revealing account of Theroux's thirtyyear friendship with Naipaul explores the unique effect each writer had on the other. Built
around exotic landscapes, anecdotes that are revealing, humorous, and melancholy, and three
decades of mutual history, this is a personal account of how one develops as a writer and how
a friendship waxes and wanes between two men who have set themselves on the perilous
journey of a writing life. A New York Times Notable Book
Autobiographical writings have been a major cultural genre from antiquity to the present time.
General questions of the literary as, e.g., the relation between literature and reality, truth and
fiction, the dependency of author, narrator, and figure, or issues of individual and cultural styles
etc., can be studied preeminently in the autobiographical genre. Yet, the tradition of life-writing
has, in the course of literary history, developed manifold types and forms. Especially in the
globalized age, where the media and other technological / cultural factors contribute to a rapid
transformation of lifestyles, autobiographical writing has maintained, even enhanced, its
popularity and importance. By conceiving autobiography in a wide sense that includes
memoirs, diaries, self-portraits and autofiction as well as media transformations of the genre,
this three-volume handbook offers a comprehensive survey of theoretical approaches,
systematic aspects, and historical developments in an international and interdisciplinary
perspective. While autobiography is usually considered to be a European tradition, special
emphasis is placed on the modes of self-representation in non-Western cultures and on interand transcultural perspectives of the genre. The individual contributions are closely
interconnected by a system of cross-references. The handbook addresses scholars of cultural
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and literary studies, students as well as non-academic readers.
Poetry. California Interest. Asian & Asian American Studies. Women's Studies. Winner of the
Tarpaulin Sky Book Award, chosen by Bhanu Kapil. Mixing fable and fact, extraordinary and
ordinary, Jennifer S. Cheng's hybrid collection, MOON: LETTERS, MAPS, POEMS, draws on
various Chinese mythologies about women, particularly that of Chang'E (the Lady in the
Moon), uncovering the shadow stories of our myths--with the belief that there is always an
underbelly. MOON explores bewilderment and shelter, destruction and construction,
unthreading as it rethreads, shedding as it collects. "What are the secret aspects of a book,
which cannot be spoken of and that unfold in ways that nobody can describe to us in advance?
Can radical change be read as a 'map of the body in motion'? If reading is a form of pilgrimage,
then Cheng gives us its charnel ground events, animal conversions, guiding figures and
elemental life. 'I want to mark a new map for a body opening,' Cheng writes, and then she
does."--Bhanu Kapil "What distinguishes this study of the Self in proximity to Other and to the
World is the way Cheng refuses to tell stories and instead, insists on asking them. With
curiosity and attention, MOON shines its light on inquiry as art, asking as making. In the
tradition of Fanny Howe's poetics of bewilderment, Cheng gives us a poetics of
possibility."--Jennifer Tseng
Song is just a boy when he sets out from Lishui village in China. Brimming with courage and
ambition, he leaves behind his impoverished broken family, hoping he’ll make his fortune and
return home. Chasing tales of sugarcane, rubber and gold, Song embarks upon a perilous
voyage across the oceans to the British colony of Guiana, but once there he discovers riches
are not so easy to come by and he is forced into labouring as an indentured plantation worker.
This is only the beginning of Song’s remarkable life, but as he finds himself between places
and between peoples, and increasingly aware that the circumstances of birth carry more
weight than accomplishments or good deeds, Song fears he may live as an outsider forever.
This beautifully written and evocative story spans nearly half a century and half the globe, and
though it is set in another century, Song’s story of emigration and the quest for an opportunity
to improve his life is timeless.
Bristling with intelligence and shimmering with romance, this novel tests the boundary between
history and myth. Patrick Lewis arrives in Toronto in the 1920s and earns his living searching
for a vanished millionaire and tunneling beneath Lake Ontario. In the course of his adventures,
Patrick's life intersects with those of characters who reappear in Ondaatje's Booker Prizewinning The English Patient. 256 pp.
Annotation It is an event in literary criticism and culture scholarship that we have new studies
on the work of such an original writer as Michael Ondaatje. In this collection, some of the most
perceptive scholars working in cultural and literary studies examine Ondaatje's texts - his
poetry, his novels In the Skin of a Lion, The English Patient (novel and film), and Anil's Ghost.
From the celebrated author of The English Patient and Anil's Ghost comes a remarkable,
intimate novel of intersecting lives that ranges across continents and time. In the 1970s in
Northern California a father and his teenage daughters, Anna and Claire, work their farm with
the help of Coop, an enigmatic young man who makes his home with them. Theirs is a
makeshift family, until it is shattered by an incident of violence that sets fire to the rest of their
lives. Divisadero takes us from San Francisco to the raucous backrooms of Nevada's casinos
and eventually to the landscape of southern France. As the narrative moves back and forth
through time and place, we find each of the characters trying to find some foothold in a present
shadowed by the past.
In the Umlazi Township in Durban, South Africa, seventeen-year-old Sipho discovers the thrills
and consequences of a car theft life. Winner of the 2011 Herman Charles Bosman Award, the
Sunday Times Fiction Prize, and the Wole Soyinka Prize for Literature in Africa.
The PEN Award–winning chronicle of the Indian diaspora told through the stories of the
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author’s own family. In this “rich, entertaining and illuminating story,” Minal Hajratwala mixes
history, memoir, and reportage to explore the collisions of choice and history that led her family
to emigrate from India (San Francisco Chronicle). “Meticulously researched and evocatively
written” (The Washington Post), Leaving India looks for answers to the eternal questions that
faced not only Hajratwala’s own Indian family but all immigrants, everywhere: Where did we
come from? Why did we leave? What did we give up and gain in the process? Beginning with
her great-grandfather Motiram’s original flight from British-occupied India to Fiji, where he rose
from tailor to department store mogul, Hajratwala follows her ancestors across the twentiethcentury to explain how they came to be spread across five continents and nine countries. As
she delves into the relationship between personal choice and the great historical forces—British
colonialism, apartheid, Gandhi’s salt march, and American immigration policy—that helped
shape her family’s experiences, Hajratwala brings to light for the very first time the story of the
Indian diaspora. A luminous narrative from “a fine daughter of the continent, bringing insight,
intelligence and compassion to the lives and sojourns of her far-flung kin,” Leaving India offers
a deeply intimate look at what it means to call more than one part of the world home (Alice
Walker).
In the late 1970s Ondaatje returned to his native island of Sri Lanka. As he records his journey
through the drug-like heat and intoxicating fragrances of that "pendant off the ear of India, "
Ondaatje simultaneously retraces the baroque mythology of his Dutch-Ceylonese family. An
inspired travel narrative and family memoir by an exceptional writer.
This volume discusses the autobiographical inclination in Canadian literature, exploring works
by such writers as Alice Munro, W.O. Mitchell, Michael Ondaatje, John Glassco, and Susanna
Moodie. Others works, including the oral memoirs of a Métis, an Inuit’s account as being civil
servant in Ottawa, and the autobiographical writings of pioneer women and French
missionaries are examined to show the depth and breadth of this tradition in Canada. These
texts act as starting points for an indepth look at the relationships between autobiography,
biography and fiction in Canadian literature.

'During certain hours, at certain years in our lives, we see ourselves as remnants from
the earlier generations that were destroyed... I think all of our lives have been terribly
shaped by what went on before us.' Twenty-five years after leaving his native Sri Lanka
for the cool winters of Ontario, a chaotic dream of tropical heat and barking dogs
pushes Michael Ondaatje to travel back home and revisit a childhood and a family he
never fully understood. Along with his siblings and children, Ondaatje gathers rumours,
anecdotes, poems, records and memories to piece together this fragmented portrayal
of his family's past, his father's destructive alcoholism and the colourful stories and
secrets of ancestors both disgraced and adored throughout centuries of Sri Lankan
society. In an exotic, evocative portrait of the heat, wildlife, sounds and silences of the
Sri Lankan landscape, Ondaatje combines vivid recreations of a privileged, eccentric
older generation with a deeply personal reconciliatory journey in which he explores his
own ghosts, and how his family's extraordinary history continues to influence his life.
The basis for the hit Netflix series! “What Walter Tevis did for pool in The Hustler, he
does for chess in The Queen’s Gambit” (Playboy). When eight-year-old Beth
Harmon’s parents are killed in an automobile accident, she’s placed in an orphanage
in Mount Sterling, Kentucky. Plain and shy, Beth learns to play chess from the janitor in
the basement and discovers she is a prodigy. Though penniless, she is desperate to
learn more—and steals a chess magazine and enough money to enter a tournament.
Beth also steals some of her foster mother’s tranquilizers to which she is becoming
addicted. At thirteen, Beth wins the chess tournament. By the age of sixteen she is
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competing in the US Open Championship and, like Fast Eddie in The Hustler, she
hates to lose. By eighteen she is the US champion—and Russia awaits . . . Fast-paced
and elegantly written, The Queen’s Gambit is a thriller masquerading as a chess
novel—one that’s sure to keep you on the edge of your seat. “The Queen’s Gambit is
sheer entertainment. It is a book I reread every few years—for the pure pleasure and
skill of it.” —Michael Ondaatje, Man Booker Prize–winning author of The English Patient
"Riveting--Kusz's gifts as a writer, her original voice and sparkling perceptions, give this
memoir the literary precision of a novel."--Los Angeles Times When she was six years
old, Natalie Kusz left Los Angeles with her family and headed north to Alaska on a
classic quest for freedom, a house on the land, and a more wholesome way of living.
Here is hery and survival in an unforgiving environment. "Riveting. . . ."--Los Angeles
Times. Serial rights to McCall's and Harper's.
Michael Ondaatje’s selected poems, The Cinnamon Peeler, brings together poems
written between 1963 and 1990, including work from his most recent collection, Secular
Love. These poems bear witness to the extraordinary gifts that have won high praise for
this truly original poet and novelist.
NATIONAL BEST SELLER From the internationally acclaimed, best-selling author of
The English Patient: a mesmerizing new novel that tells a dramatic story set in the
decade after World War II through the lives of a small group of unexpected characters
and two teenagers whose lives are indelibly shaped by their unwitting involvement. In a
narrative as beguiling and mysterious as memory itself--shadowed and luminous at
once--we read the story of fourteen-year-old Nathaniel, and his older sister, Rachel. In
1945, just after World War II, they stay behind in London when their parents move to
Singapore, leaving them in the care of a mysterious figure named The Moth. They
suspect he might be a criminal, and they grow both more convinced and less
concerned as they come to know his eccentric crew of friends: men and women joined
by a shared history of unspecified service during the war, all of whom seem, in some
way, determined now to protect, and educate (in rather unusual ways) Rachel and
Nathaniel. But are they really what and who they claim to be? And what does it mean
when the siblings' mother returns after months of silence without their father, explaining
nothing, excusing nothing? A dozen years later, Nathaniel begins to uncover all that he
didn't know and understand in that time, and it is this journey--through facts,
recollection, and imagination--that he narrates in this masterwork from one of the great
writers of our time.
Bringing to life the fabulous, colorful panorama of New Orleans in the first flush of the
jazz era, this book tells the story of Buddy Bolden, the first of the great trumpet
players--some say the originator of jazz--who was, in any case, the genius, the guiding
spirit, and the king of that time and place. In this fictionalized meditation, Bolden, an
unrecorded father of Jazz, remains throughout a tantalizingly ungraspable phantom, the
central mysteries of his life, his art, and his madness remaining felt but never quite
pinned down. Ondaatje's prose is at times startlingly lyrical, and as he chases Bolden
through documents and scenes, the novel partakes of the very best sort of modern
detective novel--one where the enigma is never resolved, but allowed to manifest in its
fullness. Though more 'experimental' in form than either The English Patient or In the
Skin of a Lion, it is a fitting addition to the renowned Ondaatje oeuvre.
Over 10,000 copies sold in Canada! The 20th-anniversary edition of Richard Van
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Camp’s best-selling coming-of-age story, with a new introduction and story by the
author Larry is a Dogrib Indian growing up in the small northern town of Fort Simmer.
His tongue, his hallucinations and his fantasies are hotter than the center of the sun. At
sixteen, he loves Iron Maiden, the North and Juliet Hope, the high school “tramp.” In
this powerful and very funny first novel, Richard Van Camp gives us one of the most
original teenage characters in Canadian fiction. Skinny as spaghetti, nervy and selfdeprecating, Larry is an appealing mixture of bravado and vulnerability. His past holds
many terrors: an abusive father, blackouts from sniffing gasoline, an accident that killed
several of his cousins and he’s now being hunted and haunted by a pack of blue
monkeys. But through his new friendship with Johnny, a Metis who just moved to town,
he’s now ready to face his memories—and his future. The Lesser Blessed is an eyeopening depiction of what it is to be a young Dogrib man in the age of AIDS,
disillusionment with Catholicism and a growing world consciousness.
One of Reader's Digest Best Summer Reads (US). Set against the backdrop of the Sri Lankan
civil war, Ru Freeman’s epic novel explores the lives of the diverse families that live on Sal
Mal Lane and the heartbreaking ways this once harmonious community turns on one another
with the country on the brink of war. On the day the Herath family moves in, Sal Mal Lane is a
quiet street, disturbed only by the cries of the children whose triumphs and tragedies sustain
the families that live there. As each neighbour adapts to the newcomers in different ways, the
children fill their days with cricket matches, romantic crushes, and small rivalries. But when the
tides of civil war begin to turn towards the neighbourhood, their differences ignite in ways no
one could have imagined. As the stability of their neighborhood is threatened by clashing
political beliefs and prejudices, the children of the community are forced to watch their parents
and friends turn against one another. Seen through the children's eyes, the events on Sal Mal
Lane come to mirror the course of modern Sri Lanka at its most violent and volatile. A
powerful, evocative work, On Sal Mal Lane masterfully illuminates the origins of this war and
explores the lengths family will go to protect one another.
"MIAMI 1980, by journalist and author Nicholas Griffin, is a narrative of a pivotal but forgotten
year in American history. With a cast that includes iconic characters such as Jimmy Carter,
Fidel Castro, and Janet Reno, this slice of history is brought to life through fascinating,
intertwining personal stories. At the core, there's Edna Buchanan, a beautiful reporter for the
Miami Herald who breaks the story on the wrongful murder of a black man, and the resultant
police cover-up; Captain Marshall Frank, the hardboiled homicide detective tasked with
investigating the murder; and Mayor Maurice Ferre, the charismatic politician who watches the
case, and the city, fall apart. A roller coaster of national politics and international diplomacy,
these three figures cross paths and socio-economic lines as their city explodes in one of the
worst race riots in American history; as over 120,000 Cuban refugees land on the Miami coast;
and as foreign drug cartels flood the city with cocaine and infiltrate all levels of law
enforcement and government. In a battle of wills, Buchanan has to keep up with the 150%
uptick in murders; Captain Frank has to scrub and then rebuild his police department; and
Mayor Ferre has to find a way to reconstruct his smoldering city. Against all odds, they
persevere, and a stronger, more vibrant Miami is forged in the crucible. But the new Miami,
literally built on corruption and drug money, will have severe ramifications for the rest of the
country"-This third volume of ASNEL Papers covers a wide range of theoretical and thematic
approaches to the subject of intertextuality. Intertextual relations between oral and written
versions of literature, text and performance, as well as problems emerging from media
transitions, regionally instructed forms of intertextuality, and the works of individual authors are
equally dealt with. Intertextuality as both a creative and a critical practice frequently exposes
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the essential arbitrariness of literary and cultural manifestations that have become canonized.
The transformation and transfer of meanings which accompanies any crossing between texts
rests not least on the nature of the artistic corpus embodied in the general framework of
historically and socially determined cultural traditions. Traditions, however, result from selective
forms of perception; they are as much inventions as they are based on exclusion.
Intertextuality leads to a constant reinforcement of tradition, while, at the same time,
intertextual relations between the new literatures and other English-language literatures are all
too obvious. Despite the inevitable impact of tradition, the new literatures tend to employ a
dynamic reading of culture which fosters social process and transition, thus promoting
transcultural rather than intercultural modes of communication. Writing and reading across
borders becomes a dialogue which reveals both differences and similarities. More than a
decolonizing form of deconstruction, intertextuality is a strategy for communicating meaning
across cultural boundaries.
Michael Ondaatje's life is as intense—and at times as dramatic—as his poetry and fiction. His
writing is usually inspired by a single persistent image or vision—and no wonder, for as Ed
Jewinski's biography reveals, much of Ondaatje's life has been a series of intense moments
followed by ruptures and dislocations. This illustrated biography links Ondaatje's relationships
with his family to the later mature works, such as Running in the Family and The English
Patient (for which he won the Booker Prize).
Following the phenomenal success of Michael Ondaatje’s Booker Prize-winning third novel,
The English Patient, expectations were almost insurmountable. The internationally acclaimed
#1 bestseller had made Ondaatje the first Canadian novelist ever to win the Booker. Four
years later, in 1996, a motion picture based on the book brought the story to a vast new
audience. The film, starring Ralph Fiennes and Juliette Binoche, went on to win numerous
prizes, among them nine Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Worldwide Englishlanguage sales of the book topped two million copies. But in April 2000, Anil’s Ghost was
widely hailed as Ondaatje’s most powerful and engrossing novel to date. Winning a Governor
General’s Literary Award for Fiction, the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book Prize and the Giller Prize,
Anil’s Ghost became an international bestseller. “Nowhere has Ondaatje written more
beautifully,” said The New York Times Book Review. The setting is Sri Lanka. Steeped in
centuries of cultural achievement and tradition, the country has been ravaged in the late
twentieth century by bloody civil war. As in The English Patient, Ondaatje’s latest novel follows
a woman’s attempt to piece together the lost life of a victim of war. Anil Tissera, born in Sri
Lanka but educated in England and the U.S., is sent by an international human rights group to
participate in an investigation into suspected mass political murders in her homeland. Working
with an archaeologist, she discovers a skeleton whose identity takes Anil on a fascinating
journey that involves a riveting mystery. What follows, in a novel rich with character, emotion,
and incident, is a story about love and loss, about family, identity and the unknown enemy. And
it is a quest to unlock the hidden past – like a handful of soil analyzed by an archaeologist, the
story becomes more diffuse the farther we reach into history. A universal tale of the casualties
of war, unfolding as a detective story, the book gradually gives way to a more intricate
exploration of its characters, a symphony of loss and loneliness haunted by a cast of solitary
strangers and ghosts. The atrocities of a seemingly futile, muddled war are juxtaposed against
the ancient, complex and ultimately redemptive culture and landscape of Sri Lanka. Anil’s
Ghost is Michael Ondaatje's first novel to be set in the country of his birth. “There’s a
tendency with us in England and North America to say it’s a book ‘about Sri Lanka.’ But it’s
just my take on a few characters, a personal tunnelling into that … The book’s not just about Sri
Lanka; it’s a story that’s very familiar in other parts of the world” – in Africa, in Yugoslavia, in
South America, in Ireland. “I didn’t want it to be a political tract. I wanted it to be a human
study of people in the midst of fear.”
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Part of the Legend Classics seriesAs Gregor Samsa awoke one morning from uneasy dreams
he found himself transformed in his bed into a gigantic insect.The Metamorphosis - the
masterpiece of Franz Kafka - was first published in 1915 and is one of the seminal works of
fiction of the twentieth century. The novel is cited as a key influence for many of today’s
leading authors; as Auden wrote: "Kafka is important to us because his predicament is the
predicament of modern man".Traveling salesman, Gregor Samsa, wakes to find himself
transformed into a large, monstrous insect-like creature. The cause of Gregor's transformation
is never revealed, and as he attempts to adjust to his new condition he becomes a burden to
his parents and sister, who are repelled by the horrible, verminous creature Gregor has
become.A harrowing, yet strangely comic, meditation on human feelings of inadequacy, guilt,
and isolation, The Metamorphosishas taken its place as one of the most widely read and
influential works of twentieth-century fiction.The Legend Classics series:Around the World in
Eighty DaysThe Adventures of Huckleberry FinnThe Importance of Being EarnestAlice's
Adventures in WonderlandThe MetamorphosisThe Railway ChildrenThe Hound of the
BaskervillesFrankensteinWuthering HeightsThree Men in a BoatThe Time MachineLittle
WomenAnne of Green GablesThe Jungle BookThe Yellow Wallpaper and Other
StoriesDraculaA Study in ScarletLeaves of GrassThe Secret GardenThe War of the WorldsA
Christmas CarolStrange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr HydeHeart of DarknessThe Scarlet
LetterThis Side of ParadiseOliver TwistThe Picture of Dorian GrayTreasure IslandThe Turn of
the ScrewThe Adventures of Tom SawyerEmmaThe TrialA Selection of Short Stories by Edgar
Allen PoeGrimm Fairy Tales
In Imaginary Homelands, Salman Rushdie presents ten years’ worth of concentrated thought
on topics from the most cherished literary traditions and authors of India, Europe, and America
to the politics of oppression, the joy of film and television, and the enduring value of the
imagination. Writing with lively and intelligent insight—from the provocative, to the humorous, to
the deeply profound—Rushdie demonstrates why he is celebrated as one of our greatest literary
minds.
In his novels, poetry, and memoirs, Booker Prize winner Michael Ondaatje moves from the
blasted landscape of Billy the Kid in 1880s New Mexico to the New Orleans jazz world of the
legendary Buddy Bolden at the turn of the century, from his native Sri Lanka to the African
desert of World War II. Compassionate, lyrical, spellbinding, the work he has created unfolds
with mystery and eloquence and enlarges our literature. Included in Vintage Ondaatje are
portions of the novels Anil’s Ghost, In the Skin of the Lion, Coming Through Slaughter, and
The English Patient; the memoir Running in the Family; sections from The Collected Works of
Billy the Kid; and a selection of the poetry. Vintage Readers are a perfect introduction to some
of the great modern writers, presented in attractive, affordable paperback editions.
Not a story about me through their eyes then. Find the beginning, the slight silver key to unlock
it, to dig it out. Here then is a maze to begin, be in. (p. 20) Funny yet horrifying, improvisational
yet highly distilled, unflinchingly violent yet tender and elegiac, Michael Ondaatje’s groundbreaking book The Collected Works of Billy the Kid is a highly polished and self-aware lens
focused on the era of one of the most mythologized anti-heroes of the American West. This
revolutionary collage of poetry and prose, layered with photos, illustrations and “clippings,”
astounded Canada and the world when it was first published in 1969. It earned then-littleknown Ondaatje his first of several Governor General’s Awards and brazenly challenged the
world’s notions of history and literature. Ondaatje’s Billy the Kid (aka William H. Bonney /
Henry McCarty / Henry Antrim) is not the clichéd dimestore comicbook gunslinger later
parodied within the pages of this book. Instead, he is a beautiful and dangerous chimera with a
voice: driven and kinetic, he also yearns for blankness and rest. A poet and lover, possessing
intelligence and sensory discernment far beyond his life’s 21 year allotment, he is also a
resolute killer. His friend and nemesis is Sheriff Pat Garrett, who will go on to his own fame (or
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infamy) for Billy’s execution. Himself a web of contradictions, Ondaatje’s Garrett is “a sane
assassin sane assassin sane assassin sane assassin sane assassin sane” (p. 29) who has
taught himself a language he’ll never use and has trained himself to be immune to
intoxication. As the hero and anti-hero engage in the counterpoint that will lead to Billy’s
predetermined death, they are joined by figures both real and imagined, including the
homesteaders John and Sallie Chisum, Billy’s lover Angela D, and a passel of outlaws and
lawmakers. The voices and images meld, joined by Ondaatje’s own, in a magnificent
polyphonic dream of what it means to feel and think and freely act, knowing this breath is your
last and you are about to be trapped by history. I am here with the range for everything
corpuscle muscle hair hands that need the rub of metal those senses that that want to crash
things with an axe that listen to deep buried veins in our palms those who move in dreams over
your women night near you, every paw, the invisible hooves the mind’s invisible blackout the
intricate never the body’s waiting rut. (p. 72)
In this remarkable debut novel, a boy’s bittersweet passage to maturity and sexual awakening
is set against escalating political tensions in Sri Lanka, during the seven years leading up to
the 1983 riots. Arjie Chelvaratnam is a Tamil boy growing up in an extended family in
Colombo. It is through his eyes that the story unfolds and we meet a delightful, sometimes
eccentric cast of characters. Arjie’s journey from the luminous simplicity of childhood days into
the more intricately shaded world of adults – with its secrets, its injustices, and its capacity for
violence – is a memorable one, as time and time again the true longings of the human heart
are held against the way things are.
From Michael Ondaatje: an electrifying new novel, by turns thrilling and deeply moving -- one
of his most vividly rendered and compelling works of fiction to date. In the early 1950s, an
eleven-year-old boy boards a huge liner bound for England. At mealtimes, he is placed at the
lowly "Cat's Table" with an eccentric and unforgettable group of grownups and two other boys.
As the ship makes its way across the Indian Ocean, through the Suez Canal, into the
Mediterranean, the boys find themselves immersed in the worlds and stories of the adults
around them. At night they spy on a shackled prisoner -- his crime and fate a galvanizing
mystery that will haunt them forever. Looking back from deep within adulthood, and gradually
moving back and forth from the decks and holds of the ship to the years that follow the narrator
unfolds a spellbinding and layered tale about the magical, often forbidden discoveries of
childhood and the burdens of earned understanding, about a life-long journey that began
unexpectedly with a sea voyage.
The one guide every creative nonfiction writer needs to turn to when being "creative." Writers
of memoir and narrative nonfiction are experiencing difficult days with the discovery that some
well-known works in the genre contain exaggerations--or are partially fabricated. But what are
the parameters of creative nonfiction? Keep It Real begins by defining creative nonfiction. Then
it explores the flexibility of the form--the liberties and the boundaries that allow writers to be as
truthful, factual, and artful as possible. A succinct but rich compendium of ideas, terms, and
techniques, Keep It Real clarifies the ins and outs of writing creative nonfiction. Starting with
acknowledgment of sources, running through fact-checking, metaphor, and navel gazing, and
responsibilities to their subjects, this book provides all the information you need to write with
verve while remaining true to your story.
“Throughout her life my mother, Doris, lived in two places at once: Kingston, Jamaica, where
she raised a family of nine children, and Harvey River, in the parish of Hanover, where she
was born and grew up.” When Doris Harvey’s English grandfather, William Harvey, discovers
a clearing at the end of a path cut by the feet of those running from slavery, he gives his name
to what will become his family’s home for generations. For Doris, Harvey River is the place
she always called home, the place where she was one of the “fabulous Harvey girls,” and
where the rich local bounty of Lucea yams, pimentos, and mangoes went hand in hand with
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the Victorian niceties of her parents’ house. It is a place she will return to in dreams when her
fortunes change, years later, and she and her husband, Marcus Goodison, relocate to “hard
life” Kingston and encounter the harsh realities of urban living in close quarters. In Lorna
Goodison’s spellbinding memoir of her forebears, we meet a cast of wonderfully drawn
characters, including George O’Brian Wilson, the Irish patriarch of the family who married a
Guinea woman after coming to Jamaica in the mid-1800s; Doris’s parents, Margaret and
David, childhood sweethearts who became the first family of Harvey River; and their eight
children, Cleodine, straight-backed and imperious; serious Albertha, called “Miss Jo” because
she was missing all sense of joviality; beautiful Howard, who dies an early death; Rose, whose
loveliness inspires devotion but whose own heart is never fulfilled; taxi-man Edmund, who
yearns for the freedoms of the big city; Flavius, who spends his life searching for the true
church of God; large-hearted, practical-minded Doris, whose bottomless cooking pot often
feeds more than just her family; and vivacious, hard-headed Ann, whose gift of reading hair
tells her the future. In lush, vivid prose, textured with the cadences of Creole speech, Lorna
Goodison weaves together memory and mythology to create a vivid tapestry. She takes us
deep into the heart of a complete world to tell a universal story of family and the ties that bind
us to the place we call home.
"Tumultuous, vibrant, tragic and over too soon." --Newsday Handwriting is Michael Ondaatje's
first new book of poetry since The Cinnamon Peeler. The exquisite poems collected here draw
on history, mythology, landscape, and personal memories to weave a rich tapestry of images
that reveal the longing for--and expose the anguish over--lost loves, homes, and language, as
the poet contemplates scents and gestures and evokes a time when "handwriting occurred on
waves, / on leaves, the scripts of smoke" and remembers a woman's "laughter with its / intake
of breath. Uhh huh." Crafted with lyrical delicacy and seductive power, Handwriting reminds us
of Michael Ondaatje's stature as one of the finest poets writing today.
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